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Abstract 
In 1947 India got free from the British rule in the form of two 
independent sovereign states of India and Pakistan. .At the time of 
division the province of Punjab was divided along religious lines into 
two parts: West Punjab and East Punjab. Eastern Punjab stayed with 
India and the West Punjab was assimilated in to the newly emerging 
country of Pakistan. Use of an article of ‘the’ in the title is to focus on 

the province of Punjab which became the part of Pakistan. Thus the 
post-independence electoral experience of Punjab is dealing with only 
the Pakistani Punjab. 
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I.    Post Independence Electoral Experience 1947-1988 
The post-independence electoral and political history of Pakistan in general and of 

Punjab in particular has categorically been a chequered one. The Government of India 
Act 1935 which provided guideline for the 1937 and 1945-46 elections recommended for 
all the Provincial Council seats to be elected by an expanded franchise to about 41 
million voters with lessening property, income and literacy requirements.  

  

The post-independence experience of political development shows that eleven 
elections were held in Punjab in total. Four of them for the Provincial Assembly of 
Punjab, two for West Pakistan Assembly, four for Local Governments ( 2 for Basic 
Democrats and 2 for Local Bodies), one Presidential Elections and two other Presidential 
Referendums. (See details in the Table 1) 

 

Table 1: Elections In Punjab 1947-1988 
Sr.# Year Elections for Franchise Party/ 

Non-Party 
Winner 

1.  1951 Punjab Legislative Assembly Direct Party Based PML 
2.  1959-60 Local Government (BD’s) Direct Non Party N/A 
3.  1961 Presidential Referendum Indirect N/A Ayub Khan 
4.  1962 West Pakistan Assembly Indirect Non Party N/A 
5.  1964 Local Government (BD’s) Direct Non Party N/A 
6.  1965 Presidential Election Indirect Party Based Ayub Khan 
7.  1965 West Pakistan Assembly Indirect Party Based PML 
8.  1970 Punjab Provincial Assembly Direct Party Based PPP 
9.  1977 Punjab Provincial Assembly Direct Party Based PPP 
10.  1979 Local Bodies Direct Non Party N/A 
11.  1984 Presidential Referendum Direct N/A Zia-ul-Haq 
12.  1985 Punjab Provincial Assembly Direct Non-Party N/A 
13.  1987 Local Bodies Direct Non Party N/A 
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SOURCE: Wilder (1999: 18)  
Only four of these thirteen political experiments relate to this study, for being held, 

firstly on party basis and secondly for the Legislative Assembly of Punjab or of West 
Pakistan.  

 
Elections for the Provincial Legislature of Punjab, 1951 and Party Position 

After independence a general election, by direct voting was held for the Provincial 
Legislature of Punjab in 1951, on the basis of universal adult suffrage, which was 
conceded by the government, in view of the growing political consciousness of the 
people. (Ahmad’ 1960: 2-3; Vanderbok and Sisson, 1988: 121-42) The election to the 
dissolved Punjab Legislative Assembly was held on the 10th of March 1951, on party 
basis. The parties present in these elections were as follows:   
Pakistan Muslim League (PML)  
Jamat-e-Islami (JI)  
Azad Pakistan Party (APP) 
Jinnah Awami League (JAL) [i. Awami League, ii. Jinnah Muslim League] 
The Communist Party of Pakistan (CPP)  
 

The election resulted in a clear victory for the Muslim League. It won 143 seats as 
against 29 of the Jinnah Awami Muslim League, 1 each for the Jamat-e-Islami and the 
Azad Pakistan Party, 5 of the minorities and 5 of Independents. (Callard, 1957: 55) 
Further the 143 Muslim League seats were added with 23 more seats with the support of 
Jamiat-i-Ulema-i-Islam, the Ahrars, and above all with the help of government machinery 
making 143+23=166 total seats. Only 52 percent of the total votes were cast. (Jalal, 1990: 
148)  

 
Table 2: Party Posotion in the Punjab Legislative Assembly Elections 1951 

SOURCE: Report on the General Elections to the Punjab Legislative Assembly 1950-51. 
 

The Table 2 shows these results and the party position. The results reflect that by 
the time Punjab was practicing a dominant party system with the domination of Pakistan 
Muslim League. Nevertheless, the first display of opposition’s strength in Pakistan came 

in these very elections, whereby six out of twelve seats in the city of Lahore were won by 
the opposition. It all was due to the excessive mass participation.  Main opposition to the 
Muslim League in these elections came from the camp of the Jinnah Awami League, 
which was an outcome of a two-party alliance ─ the Awami league and the Jinnah 

Muslim League.  
 

S# Party Seats 
1 PML 166 
2 JAL 29 
3 JI 01 
4 APP 01 
5 Independents 05 
7 Minorities 05 
8 By-elections 03 

TOTAL 210 
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The Awami League under the leadership of Hussain Shaheed Suharwardi claimed 
to have the position of an all Pakistan Muslim Opposition. The Jinnah Muslim League 
was composed of the supporters of Khan of Mamdot ─ the deposed Chief Minister of 

Punjab. A number of small parties like the Azad Pakistan Party, the Communist Party, 
the Jamat-e-Islami and the Islam League also participated in the election but with 
insignificant vintage. Only the Pakistan Muslim League however, managed to win a 
substantial margin of victory in this election. This was the first ever experience of 
election on the basis of universal adult franchise in Punjab, and excluding local 
government elections it proved to be the last until 1970 elections. In the meanwhile, 
Government of Pakistan introduced its scheme of integration of West Pakistan on 22nd 
November 1954. The scheme entailed all the units of the Western Wing should be united 
into a single united whole (Umar, 1958: 47-60).  

 
Elections to the Second Constituent Assembly of Pakistan, 1955 

The elections to the second Constituent Assembly of Pakistan were held on the 21st 
of June 1955. The members of the Provincial Assemblies of East and West Pakistan 
served as Electoral College for these elections, on the basis of proportional representation 
by means of single transferable vote. Total number of the members was 80 (40 each for 
East and West Pakistan (Umar, 1958: 47-60). Since then, a policy of postponing of 
election was followed by the Central Government, the Muslim League politicians joined 
hands with the bureaucracy to maintain a disguise of parliamentary democracy without 
holding elections from 1947 to1958. This policy ended with the imposition of Martial 
Law in 1958, when all the parliamentary institutions were abolished, the incumbent 
National Government and the respective Provincial Governments dismissed, and the 
National and Provincial Assemblies dissolved. The political parties were banned.  
 
II.  System of Basic Democracy and Elections for ‘Basic Democrats’  
      President and the Assemblies 
After the imposition of Martial Law in October 1958, the Chief Martial Law 
administrator, Ayub Khan had promised to restore the political process, but it was to be 
with a mammoth difference. Such resumption was envisaged in the scheme of ‘Basic 

Democracies’ which was announced in May 1959. The scheme opt a status quo strategy 
to hold non-party local government elections rather than party based national and 
provincial assemblies’ elections. 
 

The first round of ‘Basic Democracy’ elections for eighty thousand ‘Basic 

Democrats’ was held in 1959.  The second step of Ayub’s status quo strategy was to use 
these Basic Democrats as an electoral college for the election of President, the members 
of National Assembly, and the members of East and West Pakistan Assemblies. Through 
this indirect electoral system Ayub Khan was elected as President of Pakistan in February 
1960. It was followed by the promulgation of 1962 Presidential Constitution. It was 
followed by a bill providing for the formation and regulation of political parties which 
was sent to a Select Committee of the Assembly on 4 July. The committee returned it to 
the floor of the Assembly referring their inability to concur on a modus operandi. The 
draft bill was put up to a vote and passed in effect unmodified on 14 July. The President 
conferred his assent to the Political Parties Bill on 16 July, to be known as Political 
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Parties Act, 1962 (Act III, 1962). The Political Parties on ground were nippy to legitimise 
their function after its enactment.  In August, 1962, Government appointed a ‘Franchise 

Commission’ to examine: (i) that whether the Basic Democracies were an effective and 

proper mechanism for a true representation of the people, (ii) that should the number of 
the members of electoral college be increased, and (iii) that should the franchise be 
restricted on educational and property qualifications or not. (Report of the Franchise 
Commission, 1963: 1)  A questionnaire was prepared by the Commission to get a popular 
public view. In response to that questionnaire 2,155 out of 3,917 respondents opined that 
indirect system of election for the members of the assemblies through Basic Democrats 
unsuitable and inefficacious. 2,708 respondents favoured direct elections on the basis of 
universal or restricted franchise, whereas 1,655 favoured indirect elections. The number 
of persons favouring direct election of the President and those favouring indirect was 
1,762 and 1,414, respectively. A big number of 1800 respondents preferred universal 
adult franchise against only 908 people accepting restricted franchise with the limitations 
of property or educational qualifications. (Ibid: 59) The Franchise Commission gave its 
majority view that the system of direct elections on the basis of universal suffrage was 
widely approved by the society, so the members of the National and Provincial 
Assemblies should be elected directly on the basis of universal adult franchise. (Ibid: 28) 
The Government however did not accede to any of the recommendations of the 
Commission.  Eventually, the Basic Democrats indirectly elected the members of 
National and two provincial Assemblies on a non-party basis in November 1964, and the 
President of Pakistan in January 1965. Again indirect party based elections were held to 
elect the National Assembly of Pakistan and the East and West Pakistan Assemblies in 
March 1965. 

 
The President craftily and intentionally held the Presidential election prior to the 

elections of the National and Provincial assemblies. If he had held the elections of 
assemblies earlier, the Government would have authorised others by design, by giving its 
ticket to one of the faction leaders in rural area. As per the requirement of the 
Constitution of Pakistan 1962, the National Assembly elections should have been held 
prior to the Presidential elections, but this complication was handled by an amendment in 
the Constitution. (The Constitution (Second) Amendment Act, 1964) The Opposition 
already formed under the leadership of Miss Fatima Jinnah in the name of Combined 
Opposition Parties (COP) to contest Presidential election against Ayub Khan in February 
1964 was in a state of bewilderment to participate or to boycott these elections. Mainly 
because the outcome of the Presidential election had for good or awful, seemingly cast 
the die. Ayub’s victory had in point of fact checkmated the fast gathering impetus of COP 

and more essentially fatally shattered its morale. However, it was simply astonishing that 
in a mere three months of campaign that too in the face of numerous adversities the 
opposition congregated 36 percent of the votes of the Electoral College. The polls for the 
National Assembly and the Provincial Assemblies were held on 21st March, 1965 and 
16th May 1965, respectively. These were also party based elections, but were contested 
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between the two main forces i.e. pro-government and anti government the Convention 
Muslim League and the Combined Opposition Parties (COP), respectively.  COP was 
basically a six party opposition alliance formed under the leadership of Fatima Jinnah. It 
included Council Muslim League, led by Khawaja Nazimuddin and Mumtaz Daultana; 
the Jamat-e-Islami, led by Maulana Maudodi; the National Awami Party, led by Maulana 
Bhashani; another National Awami Party, led by Wali Khan; the Nizam-e-Islam Party, 
led by Chaudry Muhammad Ali; and the Awami League, led by Sheikh Mujibur Rehman. 

 
As far as elections for the National Assembly are concerned, 672 candidates (312 

East Pakistan and 360 West Pakistan) filed nomination papers for 150 seats. Six reserved 
seats for women were to be filled by the Assembly, later on. Two candidates in East and 
sixteen from West Pakistan ran unopposed. A total number of 419 candidates contested 
for the remaining 132 seats. The PML contested 146 seats, COP 96 seats and the 
Independent candidates totalled 148. The results gave a wide majority to PML with 120 
seats. The opposition won 17 seats in East Pakistan out of which 5 seats were pocketed 
by Awami League, 05 by the National Democratic Front, 4 by Council Muslim League 
and 3 seats by National Awami Party. (Saeed,, 1966: 76-85) COP could, however won 
only one seat in the West Pakistan. Although the PML won 80 percent of the seats but it 
secured only 54.8 percent (East 49.64% and West 61.31 %) of the votes cast. The 
opposition secured 25 percent (East 14%: West 11%) and the rest being achieved by the 
independents. 

 
Table 7: Party Position in the West Pakistan Legislative Assembly Elections 1965 

SOURCE: Report on the General Elections in Pakistan 1964-65. 

 
It may be noted that in both the National and Provincial Assemblies, most of the 

Independent Candidates later joined the ruling Muslim League, even though they had 
contested the election against the Muslim League candidates (Sharif al-Mujahid, 1965: 
538-51). Following these results the West Pakistan Provincial Assembly elections show 
that a total number of 779 candidates filed their nomination papers. 47 PML and pro-
PML independent candidates were succeeded unopposed and only 99 seats were 
contested. The results noted in the table 7 shows that in total 104 seats were secured by 
PML (Convention), counting 96 general and eight reserve seats, 50 seats by independent 
candidates and one by COP that was by Jamat-e-Islami. These election results ensured 
that elections without participation did not lead to political change which resulted in 
political changes being brought about by political participation in streets rather than 
participation in the electoral process.  (Ibid: 548)  Owing to a long anti Ayub agitation, he 

S# PARTY POSITION 
1 PML (Convention) 104 
2 COP 01 
3 Independents 50 

TOTAL 155 
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had to resign, abrogate his own presidential constitution and hand over powers to another 
military ruler, General Yahya Khan on 25th of March 1969. This change over of 
personalities proved to be the conversion of political and electoral systems from 
presidential to parliamentary and from indirect to direct elections, respectively. In this 
way Pakistan finally succeeded in holding its first general elections on the basis of direct 
universal franchise in 1970. The 1970 elections changed the nature of electoral politics in 
the country. This change made these elections based upon mass politics rather than elite 
politics, upon parties rather than upon individuals and played upon national rather than 
local issues. On the 28th November, 1969, Yahya Khan announced his decision to hold 
general elections in the country on the 5th of October 1970, on the principle of one man 
one vote and that the elected National Assembly would frame the future constitution of 
the country.  On 28th March, 1970, he announced main features of the Legal Framework 
Order (LFO) under which National Assembly was to consist of 313 members (300 
general seats and 13 reserved for women) The LFO also abolished the One Unit System 
and the old four provinces of Punjab, NWFP, Sind and Balochistan were re-established, 
along with the Tribal Areas on July 1, 1970. Punjab was allocated 85 seats (82 general 
and 3 reserved for women) in the National Assembly and its Provincial Assembly was 
consisting of 186 members (180 general and 6 for women).  (Report on General Elections 
Pakistan 1970-71, 1972: 1-10) The main feature of 1970 general elections is that the 
Assemblies were to be directly elected on the basis of universal adult franchise for the 
first time in the history of Pakistan. The political parties were allowed to launch their 
campaign without any restrictions on political activities. 

 
The 1970 general elections originally scheduled for October 5 were postponed to 

December 7 due to the serious floods in East Pakistan in August 1970. With the practice 
of universal adult franchise, total number of registered voters in Punjab for National 
Assembly was 1, 63, 64,495, and for Provincial Assembly 1, 62, 74, 112. Total number 
of contesting candidates was 460 and 1, 322, for 82 and 180 seats of the National 
Assembly and Provincial Assembly seats, respectively. A big number of political parties 
participated in this election. The parties which were active in the politics of Punjab were 
as follows: 
PPP  Pakistan Peoples Party 
PML (Q) Pakistan Muslim League (Qasim) 
PML (Con)  Pakistan Muslim League (Convention) 
PML (Cou) Pakistan Muslim League (Council) 
JUI  Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam  
JI  Jamat Islami 
MJUP  Markazi Jamat-ul-Ulama Pakistan 
MJAHP  Markazi Jamat-e-Ahle Hadees Pakistan 
IGD  Islam Gonotontri Dal  
PDP   Pakistan Democratic Party = 

Awami League (Nasrullah Group) 
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Nizam-i-Islam Party (Ch. Muhammad Ali)  
National Democratic Front (Nur-ul-Amin) 
Justice Party (Air Marshal ® Asghar Khan) 

 
In Punjab the PPP won 62 seats, PML (Q) 1, PML (Council) 7, PML (Convention) 2, JI 
1, MJUP 4 and independents could get only 5 out of total 82 National Assembly seats for 
the province. (Ibid: 197-210) The table 8 shows that in the Provincial Assembly of 
Punjab elections the PPP won 113, PML (Q) 6,  PML (Council) 16, PML (Convention) 5, 
JUI 2, JI 1, MJUP 4, MJAHP 1, PDP 4, IGD 1 and independent candidates pocketed 27 
out of total 180 seats. These results show that the newly established Pakistan Peoples 
Party emerged as a majority party in Punjab. The debacle of the rightists may be 
attributed to the abundance of Parties with consecutive infighting among them, their 
overconfidence and also the pre-emption of their central element by the PPP. The biggest 
surprise was the diminution of PML (Convention) which was widely expected to win 
majority in Punjab. 
 
Table 8: Party Posoition in the Punjab Legislative Assembly Election 1970 

S# PARTY POSITION 
1 PPP 113 
2 PML(Q) 06 
3 PML(Council) 16 
4 PML(Convention) 05 
5 JUI 02 
6 JI 01 
7 MJUP 04 
8 MJAHP 01 
9 PDP 04 
10 IGL 01 
11 Independent 27 

TOTAL 180 
SOURCE: Report on the General Elections in Pakistan 1970-71. 
 

Some other interesting trends may also be traced. A radical change in the voting 
behaviour is clearly visible. The People voted for parties instead of personalities or 
baradries. They preferred second generation parties and discarded many of the first 
generation stalwarts and the ex-military officers offering themselves for elections. These 
elections also proved that the people are mature enough to participate in the democratic 
process, thereby rebutting the Ayubian maxim that democracy is not suited to the 
particular genius of Pakistan. (Sharif al-Mujahid, 1971: 159-171) At last it also proves 
the Huntington’s dictum of an interrelationship between participation and 

institutionalisation, i.e.: 
Political Participation            

=   Political Instability 
Political Institutionalisation  

  
In an environment of free political activity a high level of political participation of 
various political parties, the contesting candidates and of the general public with a voter 
turnout of about 60 percent votes polled, with a lower level of political institutionalisation 
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culminated into the political instability which in turn resulted into the disintegration of 
Pakistan in December 1971.  Subsequently, the then Army Chief and the President of 
Pakistan had to hand over the powers to Zulifqar Ali Bhutto the leader of majority party 
in West Pakistan on 20 December 1971.  A wider mass participation did not spare even 
Z. A. Bhutto and insisted upon him to lift the martial law. Martial law came to an end on 
21 April 1972, the Interim Constitution having been adopted a day earlier by the National 
Assembly and Bhutto sworn as the President of Pakistan. A third constitution of Pakistan 
was adopted with the consensus of all the political parties in the National Assembly. The 
Constitution of Pakistan 1973 was primarily of federal and parliamentary nature, 
providing for bi-cameral legislature at the centre, for the first time in the history of 
Pakistan.  The next general elections were to be held before 14 August 1977, on the basis 
of universal adult franchise under this constitution. The very commitment to a 
constitutional set up was being tested in the nation’s second elections under universal 

suffrage, and the first elections in the history of the nation to be held by a popularly 
elected regime. On 7 January 1977, Bhutto announced the elections to be held in March 
with his assurance to the nation for these elections to be free and fair. (Dawn, 8 January 
1977) After the due dissolution of the assemblies by the then President, the Election 
Commission of Pakistan appointed 7 and 10 March as the polling dates for the elections 
to the National and the four Provincial Assemblies, respectively. (Weinbaum, 1977: 599-
618) Owing to a wide popularity of the ruling Pakistan Peoples Party, nine opposition 
parties joined hands to form an electoral alliance naming Pakistan National alliance 
(PNA) on 21 January.  Bhutto and his advisors were not expecting that variations 
unravelling the Islamic fundamentalists of Jamiat-e-Ulama-i-Pakistan and Jamat-e-Islami, 
the political moderates of Tehrik-e Istaqlal, or the habitually radical sounding National 
Democratic Party could be bridged. Breakup of the main contesting factions was as 
follows: 
 
1.  PPP  Pakistan Peoples Party 
2.  PNA Pakistan National Alliance:- 

i. Jamat Islami 
ii. Jamiat-e-Ulama-e-Islam 
iii. Jamiat-e-Ulama-e-akistan 
iv. Khaksar Tahriq 
v. Muslim Conference 
vi. Muslim League (Qasim) 
vii. National Democratic Party 
viii.  Pakistan Democratic Party 
ix. Tahrik-e-Istaqlal 

 
The de facto leadership of PNA fell to retired Air Marshal Asghar Khan who won 

the support of Maulana Shah Ahmad Noorani, Begum Wali Khan, Mufti Mahmood and 
Professor Ghafoor to confer a tough competition to PPP. Abdul Hafeez Pirzada of PPP, 
however, made an appeal to the Election Commission of Pakistan challenging the 
allocation of a single symbol of plow to the PNA. He asserted that under the 
Representation of the People Act, 1970, the united opposition was beholden to contest the 
election with nine different symbols. The Commission accepted the legal argument of 
Pirzada in principle, but at the same time advised the government to amend the law for 
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the sake of a fair election. Bhutto asked the then President of Pakistan to approve a 
revision of election law to permit a single symbol to a combination of parties, under his 
ordinance powers. In this way Bhutto not only managed to appear magnanimous in 
providing his opponents a reasonable fight but also avoided having the possibility of the 
PNA’s boycott of the elections.   The Punjab offered the major battleground with 115 of 

the total 181 National Assembly seats up for contest. The results astonished every body 
in balloting for the National Assembly on March 7. The table 9 shows that PNA could 
win merely eight constituencies in all of the Punjab. Many contests in the province, once 
considered highly competitive or save for the PNA candidates, were lost by better than 
sixty percent margin. The PNA could carry no seat in the major cities of Lahore and 
Rawalpindi. 

  
Table 9: Party Position in the 1977 Elections in punjab 

S# NOMENCLATURE POSITION 
1 PPP 107 
2 PNA 08 
3 Independents 00 

TOTAL 115 
SOURCE: Report on the General Elections in Pakistan 1977. 

 
 The distortions of the single member district plurality system are plainly illustrated 
in the Punjab vote. The PPP captured 108 out of 116 constituencies (including one in the 
Federal Capital Territory) with just 61% of the total vote (Weinbaum, 1977: 599-618).  
These elections, indeed, failed to indicate a clear victory for democratic or progressive 
causes. At the same time as, the campaign stirred an unexpectedly high level of voter 
interest and political participation. 
 
Figure 3: PARTIES IN PUNJAB 1947-1977 

S# Party Name 
1.  All Pakistan Awami Muslim League 
2.  All Pakistan Jinnah Awami Muslim League 
3.  Awami League (Wali Khan)  
4.  Awami League (Nasrullah Group) 
5.  Azad Pakistan Party 
6.  Combined Opposition Parties 
7.  Islam Gonotontri Dal 
8.  Jamat-e-Islami 
9.  Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam 
10.  Jamiat-e-Ulama-e-Pakistan 
11.  Jinnah Awami League 
12.  Justice Party  
13.  Khaksar Tahriq 
14.  Markazi Jamat-e-Ahle Hadees Pakistan 
15.  Markazi Jamat-e-Ahle Hadees Pakistan 
16.  Muslim Conference 
17.  Muslim League (Qasim) 
18.  National Awami Party (B) 
19.  National Awami Party (W) 
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SOURCE: Reports on the General Elections in Pakistan  
1951, 1965, 1970 and 1977. 
 

The table also shows that three parties were established in the decade of sixties, 
again three more in the decade of seventies and only one each new party in the decades of 
1880s 1890s.  Later on however, in the first decade of the nineteenth century there was a 
mushroom growth of political parties numbering nine in total. The table also shows that 
three parties were established in the decade of sixties, again three more in the decade of 
seventies and only one each new party in the decades of 1880s 1890s.  Later on however, 
in the first decade of the nineteenth century there was a mushroom growth of political 
parties numbering nine in total. Further significantly, the elections set off political 
instability and disparagement rather than to help establishing political accountability and 
trust in the country’s politics. The opposition parties deplored the polls as engineered and 

repudiated their seats in the National Assembly or to go for succeeding Provincial 
Assembly elections. Wider post election civic chaos and severe economic displacements 
proceeded. Finally, a colossal conflict was warded off barely in the course of the 
imposition of martial law (Ibid: 599). With these results and the subsequent outcomes, 
the dictum of Huntington is further confirmed as a massive participation of the society 
with a lesser level of institutionalisation resulted in to the political instability and 
subsequently, jeopardising Pakistan’s ability to cope with the democratic values, 

institutionalisation and in turn with the experience of political development itself.  
 

An overview of the political scenario of the post independence period in Punjab 
shows that in total four elections were held during the period from 1947 to 1977. Three of 
them that are 1951, 1970 and 1977 were held directly on the basis of universal adult 
franchise whereas the elections of 1965 were held indirectly through Basic Democrats. 
One common feature in all these elections was, however, that all of these four elections 
were arranged on the party basis. Total number of political parties active in these 
elections in Punjab was thirty three. During the first two elections the king’s party that is 

the Muslim League remained in power with the help of government machinery. The third 
election came up with wide political participation which culminated into the political 
instability and in turn led to the disintegration of the country. The fourth election also 
crop up excessive political participation, turned up again to the political instability 
resulting in to the imposition of Martial Law. The table also shows that three parties were 
established in the decade of sixties, again three more in the decade of seventies and only 

20.  National Democratic Front 
21.  National Democratic Party 
22.  Nizam-i-Islam Party 
23.  Pakistan Democratic Party 
24.  Pakistan Muslim League 
25.  Pakistan Muslim League (Convention) 
26.  Pakistan Muslim League (Council) 
27.  Pakistan Muslim League (Qasim) 
28.  Pakistan Muslim League(Punjab) 
29.  Pakistan National Alliance 
30.  Pakistan Peoples Party 
31.  Republican Party 
32.  Tahrik-e-Istaqlal 
33.  The Communist Party 
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one each new party in the decades of 1880s 1890s.  Later on however, in the first decade 
of the nineteenth century there was a mushroom growth of political parties numbering 
nine in total. 
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